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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn a recent study 11, 12 , Leung studied the problem of scalar curvature
functions on Riemannian warped product manifolds and obtained partial
results about the existence and nonexistence of Riemannian warped metric
with some prescribed scalar curvature function. In this paper, we study
also the existence and nonexistence of Lorentzian warped metric with
prescribed scalar curvature functions on some Lorentzian warped product
manifolds.
w xBy the results of Kazdan and Warner 8]10 , if N is a compact
Riemannian n-manifold without boundary, n G 3, then N belongs to one
of the following three categories:
Ž .A A smooth function on N is the scalar curvature of some Rie-
mannian metric on N if and only if the function is negative somewhere.
Ž .B A smooth function on N is the scalar curvature of some Rie-
mannian metric on N if and only if the function is either identically zero
or strictly negative somewhere.
Ž .C Any smooth function on N is the scalar curvature of some
Riemannian metric on N.
This completely answers the question of which smooth functions are
scalar curvatures of Riemannian metrics on a compact manifold N.
1 The author was supported by KOSEF-971-0104-017-2 and in part BSRI-98-1425, the
Korean Ministry of Education.
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w xIn 8]10 , Kazdan and Warner also showed that there exists some
Žobstruction of a Riemannian metric with positive scalar curvature or zero
.scalar curvature on a compact manifold.
For noncompact Riemannian manifolds, many important works have
been done on the question of how to determine which smooth functions
are scalar curvatures of complete Riemannian metrics on an open mani-
w xfold. Results of Gromov and Lawson 7 show that some open manifolds
cannot carry complete Riemannian metrics of positive scalar curvature, for
example, weakly enlargeable manifolds. Furthermore, they show that some
open manifolds cannot even admit complete Riemannian metrics with
scalar curvatures uniformly positive outside a compact set and with Ricci
w xcurvatures bounded 7, 13, p. 322 .
On the other hand, it is well known that each open manifold of
dimension bigger than 2 admits a complete Riemannian metric of constant
w xnegative scalar curvature 4 . It follows from the results of Aviles and
w xMcOwen 1 that any bounded negative function on an open manifold of
dimension bigger than 2 is the scalar curvature of a complete Riemannian
metric.
w xIn 11, 12 , Leung considered the scalar curvature of some Riemannian
warped product and its conformal deformation of warped product metric.
w xAnd also in 6 , Ehrlich et al. considered the existence of a nonconstant
warping function on a Lorentzian warped product manifold such that the
resulting warped product metric produces the constant scalar curvature
when the fiber manifold has the constant scalar curvature.
Ironically, even though there exists some obstruction of positive or zero
w xscalar curvature on a Riemannian manifold, results of 6 , say, Theorem
w x3.1, Theorem 3.5, and Theorem 3.7 of 6 show that there exists no
obstruction of positive scalar curvature on a Lorentzian warped product
manifold, but there may exist some obstruction of negative or zero scalar
curvature.
In this paper, when N is a compact Riemannian manifold, we discuss
the method of using warped products to construct timelike or null future
w .complete Lorentzian metrics on M s a, ‘ = N with specific scalar cur-f
vatures, where a is a positive constant. By making use of the boundary, we
can construct warped products at the ends of M. It is shown that if the
Ž . Ž .fiber manifold N belongs to class A or B , then M admits a Lorentzian
metric with negative scalar curvature approaching zero ner the end outside
a compact set.
Ž . Ž .2. FIBER MANIFOLD IN CLASS A OR B
Ž .Let N, g be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n and let f :
w . qa, ‘ “ R be a smooth function, where a is a positive number. The
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w .Lorentzian warped product of N and a, ‘ with warping function f is
Žw . .defined to be the product manifold a, ‘ = N, g 9 withf
g 9 s ydt2 q f 2 t g . 2.1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let R g be the scalar curvature of N, g . Then the scalar curvature
Ž .R t, x of g 9 is given by
1 2
R t , x s R g x q 2nf t f 0 t q n n y 1 f 9 t 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 42f tŽ .
w . Ž w x w x .for t g a, ‘ and x g N. For details, cf. 5 or 6 .
If we denote
u t s f Žnq1.r2 t , t ) a,Ž . Ž .
Ž .then Eq. 2.2 can be changed into
4n Ž .1y4r nq1u0 t y R t , x u t q R g x u t s 0. 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
n q 1
In this paper, we assume that the fiber manifold N is nonempty,
connected, and a compact Riemannian n-manifold without boundary.
w xThen, by Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.5, and Theorem 3.7 in 6 , we have the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the scalar cur¤ature of the fiber manifold N is an
Ž .arbitrary constant, then there exists a nonconstant warping function f t on
w . w .a, ‘ such that the resulting Lorentzian warped product metric on a, ‘ = Nf
produces positi¤e constant scalar cur¤ature.
Proposition 2.1 implies that in Lorentzian warped product there is no
obstruction of the existence of metric with positive scalar curvature.
w xHowever, the results of 6 show that there may exist some obstruction
about the Lorentzian warped product metric with negative or zero scalar
curvature even when the fiber manifold has constant scalar curvature.
w xRemark 2.2. Theorem 5.5 in 14 implies that all timelike goedesics are
Ž . Ž .future resp. past complete on y‘, q‘ = N if and only ifK ¤ Ž t .
¤ ¤q‘ 1r2 t 1r20Ž . Ž Ž . .H dt s q‘ resp. H dt s q‘ for some t and Re-t y‘ 00 1 q ¤ 1 q ¤
w x Ž .mark 2.58 in 2 implies that all null geodesics are future resp. past
q‘ 1r2 Ž t0 1r2 .complete if and only if H ¤ dt s q‘ resp. H ¤ dt s q‘ fort y‘0
Ž w x.some t cf. Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2 in 3 .0
If N admits a Riemannian metric of negative or zero scalar curvature,
Ž . a Ž . Ž .then we let u t s t in Eq. 2.3 , where a g 0, 1 is a constant, and we
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have
4n 1
R t , x F y a 1 y a - 0, t ) a.Ž . Ž . 2n q 1 t
Therefore, from the above fact, Remark 2.2 implies the following.
w .THEOREM 2.3. For n G 3, let M s a, ‘ = N be the Lorentzian warpedf
Ž .product n q 1 -manifold with N compact n-manifold. Suppose that N is in
Ž . Ž .class A or B ; then on M there is a future geodesically complete Lorentzian
metric of negati¤e scalar cur¤ature outside a compact set.
1Ž .We note that the term a 1 y a achieves its maximum when a s .2
And when u s t1r2 and N admits a Riemannian metric of zero scalar
curvature, we have
4n 1 1
R s y , t ) a.2n q 1 4 t
Ž .If R t, x is the function of only t-variable, then we have the following
w xproposition, whose proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.8 in 12 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. If R g s 0, then there is no positi¤e solution to Eq.
Ž .2.3 with
4n c 1
R t F y , for t G t ,Ž . 02n q 1 4 t
where c ) 1 and t ) a are constants.0
Proof. Assume that
4n c 1
R t F y , for t G t .Ž . 02n q 1 4 t
c2 aŽ . Ž . Ž .with c ) 1. Equation 2.3 gives t u0 q u F 0. Let u t s t ¤ t , t G t ,04
Ž .where a ) 0 is a constant and ¤ t ) 0 is a smooth function. Then we
have
u0 s a a y 1 t ay2 ¤ t q 2a t ay1¤ 9 t q t a¤ 0 t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and we obtain
c
a aq1 aq2t ¤ t a a y 1 q q 2a t ¤ 9 t q t ¤ 0 t F 0. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
4
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c y 12Let d be a positive constant such that d s . Then we have
4
2c 1 c y 1
2a a y 1 q s a y q G d .Ž . ž /4 2 4
Ž .Then d is a constant independent on a . Equation 2.4 gives
2a t¤ 9 t q t 2 ¤ 0 t F yd 2 ¤ t . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Let b s 2a and we choose a ) 0 such that b - 1, that is, a - . Then2
Ž .Eq. 2.5 becomes
d 2 ¤ tŽ .
bt ¤ 9 t 9 F y .Ž .Ž . 2ybt
Upon integration, we have
d 2 ¤ sŽ .t
b bt ¤ 9 t y t ¤ 9 t F y ds, t ) t ) t . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .H 02ybst
Here we have two following cases:
Ž . Ž . Ž . b Ž .i If ¤ 9 t F 0 for some t ) t , then Eq. 2.6 implies that t ¤ 9 t0
F yC for some positive constant C. We have
t1ybC tt
¤ t F ¤ t y ds s ¤ t y “ y‘,Ž . Ž . Ž .H b 1 y bst t
Ž . Ž .as b - 1. Hence ¤ t - 0 for some t, contradicting that ¤ t ) 0 for all
t G t .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii We have ¤ 9 t ) 0 for all t ) t . Equation 2.6 implies that0
d 2 ¤ sŽ .t
bt ¤ 9 t y ds G 0Ž . H 2ybst
Ž .for all t ) t ) t . As ¤ 9 t ) 0 for all t ) t , we have0 0
t2 2d 1 dt
bt ¤ 9 t G ¤ t ds s ¤ t y .Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2yb 1yb 1 y bs st
t
b Ž . Ž Ž . 1yb .Ž 2 Ž ..Letting t “ ‘, we have t ¤ 9 t G ¤ t rt d r 1 y b . Or after
1 2Ž . Ž . w Ž .xchanging the parameter, we have ¤ 9 t r¤ t G d r 1 y b , t ) t .0t
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1 1Choosing a - close to so that b - 1 is close to 1 and using the fact2 2
NŽ . Ž .that d is independent on a or b , we have ¤ 9 t r¤ t G for a big integer
t
Ž . NN ) 2. This gives ¤ t G Ct , t ) t , where C is a positive constant.0
Ž .Equation 2.6 implies that
Cd 2s Nt
b bt ¤ 9 t F t ¤ 9 t y ds “ y‘ as t “ ‘.Ž . Ž . H 2ybst
Ž .Thus ¤ 9 t - 0 for t large, which is also a contradiction. Hence, there is
Ž .no solution to Eq. 2.3 .
Ž .In particular, if R g F 0, then using Lorentzian warped product it is
impossible to obtain a Lorentzian metric of uniformly negative scalar
Ž . 1r2curvature outside a compact subset. The best we can do is when u t s t ,
Ž . 1rŽnq1.or f t s t , where the scalar curvature is negative but goes to zero
at infinity.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ‘Žw ..THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that R g s 0 and R t, x s R t g C a, ‘ .
Ž .Assume that for t ) t , there exist an upper solution u t and a lower0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution u t such that 0 - u t F u t . Then there exists a solution u ty y q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of Eq. 2.3 such that for t ) t , 0 - u t F u t F u t .0 y q
Ž .Proof. We have only to show that there exist an upper solution u tÄq
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .and a lower solution u t such that for all t g a, ‘ , u t F u t .Ä Ä Äy y q
Ž . w . < Ž . <Since R t g a, ‘ , there exists a positive constant b such that R t
4n 2 w xF b for t g a, t .0n q 1
4n 4 nY Y 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Since u t q R t u t F u t q b u t , if we divide theq q q qn q 1 n q 1
w x  4ngiven interval a, t into small intervals I , then for each interval I we0 i is1 i
i Ž .have an upper solution u t by parallel transporting cos bt such thatq
4ni iŽ . Ž .0 - c F u t F 1. That is to say, for each interval I , u t 0 q0 q i qn q 1
4ni i 2 i iŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .R t u t F u t 0 q b u t s 0, which means that u t is anq q q qn q 1
Ž . i Ž .upper solution for each interval I . Then put u t s u t for t g I andÄi q q i
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t s u t for t ) t , which is our desired weak upper solution suchÄq q 0
Ž . w xthat c F u t F 1 for all t g a, t .Ä0 q 0
Ž . ya t w xPut u t s c e for t g a, t and some large positive a , which willÄy 0 0
Ž . Ž . w xbe determined later, and u t s u t for t ) t . Then, for t g a, t ,Äy y 0 0
4n 4 n 4 nY Y 2 ya t 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .u t q R t u t G u t yb u t s c e a yb G0y y y y 0nq1 n q 1 n q 1
Ž . Ž .for large a . Thus u t is our desired weak lower solution such that forÄy
w . Ž . Ž .all t g a, ‘ , 0 - u t F u t .Ä Äy q
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Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that R g s 0. Assume that R t, x s R t g
‘Žw ..C a, ‘ is a function such that
4n c 1
2y - R t F b , for t ) t ,Ž . 02n q 1 4 t
Ž .where t ) a, b and 0 - c - 1 are constants. Then Eq. 2.3 has a positi¤e0
w .solution on a, ‘ .
y1Y1r2 1r2y2Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since R g s 0, put u t s t . Then u t s t .q q 4
Hence,
4n 4n y1
Y 1r2y2 1r2u t y R t u t s t y R t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q qn q 1 n q 1 4
4n y1 n q 1
1r2 y2s t t y R tŽ .
n q 1 4 4n
4n y1 1 c
1r2y2F t y q
n q 1 4 4 4
F 0.
Ž . Ž . ya tTherefore u t is our upper solution. Now put u t s e , where aq y
Y Ž . 2 ya tis a positive constant and will be determined later. Then u t s a e .y
Hence,
4n
Yu t y R t u tŽ . Ž . Ž .y yn q 1
4n
2 ya t ya ts a e y R t eŽ .
n q 1
4n
ya t 2 2G e a y b G 0, for large a .
n q 1
Ž .Since t ) t a, we can take a large so that u t is a lower solution and0 y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 - u t - u t . By Theorem 2.5, Eq. 2.3 has a positive solution u ty q
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that 0 - u t F u t F u t .y q
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that R g s 0. Assume that R t, x s R t g
‘Žw ..C a, ‘ is a function such that
4n c 1
y - R t F 0, for t ) t ,Ž . 02n q 1 4 t
Ž .where t ) a and 0 - c - 1 are constants. Then Eq. 2.3 has a positi¤e0
w .solution on a, ‘ and on M the resulting Lorentzian warped product metric is
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a future geodesically complete metric of nonpositi¤e scalar cur¤ature outside a
compact set.
Ž . 1r2Proof. We take the same upper solution u t s t as in Theoremq
Ž . Ž .2.6. Since R g s 0 and R t, x F 0, we can take the lower solution
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t s c as a small positive constant such that 0 - u t F u t , whichy 0 y q
Ž . 1r2 w .is possible since u t s t has a positive minimum on a, ‘ . Therefore,q
Ž . Ž . Ž .Žnq1.r2 Ž .Eq. 2.3 has a positive solution u t s f t such that 0 - u t Fy
Ž . Ž .u t F u t . Hence,q
1r2Ž .1r2 2r nq1
q‘ q‘f t u tŽ . Ž .
dt s dtH H Ž .2r nq1ž / ž /1 q f tŽ .t t 1 q u tŽ .0 0
q‘ 2rŽnq1.c0G dt s q‘H 2rŽnq1.ž /1 q ct 00
and
q‘ q‘ q‘Ž .1r2 1r nq1 1rŽnq1.f t dt s u t dt G c dt s q‘,Ž . Ž .H H H 0
t t t0 0 0
which, by Remark 2.2, implies that the resulting warped product metric is a
future geodesically complete one.
Ž . Ž . 2Remark 2.8. In case that R g s 0 and 0 - R t - b , we do not know
whether or not our resulting Lorentzian warped metric is a future geodesi-
cally complete one.
Ž .3. FIBER MANIFOLD IN CLASS C
w .In this section, we assume that the fiber manifold N of M s a, ‘ = Nf
Ž .belongs to class C , where a is a positive number. In this case, N admits a
Ž . aRiemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. If we let u t s t , where
Ž .a g 0, 1 is a constant, then we have
4n 1 4n 1 1
R t , x ) y a 1 y a G y , t ) a.Ž . Ž . 2 2n q 1 n q 1 4t t
By a proof similar to that of Proposition 2.4, we have the following.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. If R g is positi¤e, then there is no positi¤e solution to Eq.
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Ž .2.3 with
4n c 1
R t F y , for t G t ,Ž . 02n q 1 4 t
where c ) 1 and t ) a are constants.0
Ž .If N belongs to C , then any smooth function on N is the scalar
curvature of some Riemannian metric. So we can take a Riemannian
4n 2Ž .metric g on N with scalar curvature R g s k , where k is a1 1 n q 1
Ž .positive constant. Then Eq. 2.3 becomes
4n 4n Ž .1y4r nq12u0 t q k u t y R t , x u t s 0. 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
n q 1 n q 1
4n 2Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that R g s k and R t, x s R t g
n q 1
‘Žw .. Ž .C a, ‘ . Assume that for t ) t , there exist an upper solution u t and a0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž .lower solution u t such that 0 - u t F u t . Then there exists ay y q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution u t of Eq. 3.1 such that for t ) t , 0 - u t F u t F u t .0 y q
Ž .Proof. We have only to show that there exist an upper solution u tÄq
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .and a lower solution u t such that for all t g a, ‘ , u t - u t .Ä Ä Äy y q
Ž . ‘Žw .. < Ž . <Since R t g C a, ‘ , there exists a positive constant b such that R t
4n 2F b for a F t F t .0n q 1
4 Ž .Since 1 y - 1 and R t is a bounded function, small constant c is0n q 1
w x Ž . w .an upper solution for t g a, t . Then put u t s c for t g a, t andÄ0 q 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t s u t for t ) t , which is our desired weak upper solution suchÄq q 0
Ž . w xthat c F u t F 1 for all t g a, t .Ä0 q 0
Ž . ya t w xPut u t s c e for t g a, t and some large positive a , which willÄy 0 0
Ž . Ž . w xbe determined later, and u t s u t for t ) t . Then, for t g a, t ,Äy y 0 0
4n 4 n 4 nY Y 2 ya t 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .u t qR t u t G u t yb u t s c e a yb G0y y y y 0n q 1 n q 1 n q 1
Ž . Ž .for large a . Thus u t is our desired weak lower solution such that forÄy
w . Ž . Ž .all t g a, ‘ , 0 - u t - u t .Ä Äy q
In order to prove the nonexistence of some warped product metric, we
need the following lemma.
Ž . w . Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let u t be a positi¤e smooth function on a, ‘ . If u t
satisfies
u0 t CŽ .
F 2u t tŽ .
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for some constant C G 1, then there exists t ) a such that for all t ) t ,0 0
u t F C t eŽ . 0
for some positi¤e constant C and e ) 1.0
Ž .Proof. Since C G 1, we can choose e ) 1 such that e e y 1 s C.
e Ž . Ž . ey2 Ž .Then from the hypothesis, we have t u0 t F e e y 1 t u t .
Ž . Ž .Upon integration from t G a to t ) t G a , and using twice integra-1 1
tion by parts, we obtain
t
e ey1 e ey1 ey2t u9 t y e t u t y t u9 t q e t u t q e e y 1 s u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 1 1 1
t1
t
ey2F C s u s ds.Ž .H
t1
Therefore, we have
t eu9 t y e t ey1u t F t eu9 t y e t ey1u t . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
We consider two following cases:
Ž .Case 1. There exists t G a such that u9 t F 0. If there is a number1 1
Ž . e Ž . ey1 Ž .t G a such that u9 t F 0, then we have t u t y e t u t F 0. This1 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . egives ln u t 9 F e ln t 9. Hence, u t F c t for all t ) t , where c is a1 1 1
positive constant.
Ž .Case 2. There does not exist t G a such that u9 t F 0. In other1 1
Ž . Ž .words, if u9 t ) 0 for all t G a, then u t G c9 for some positive constant
e Ž . ey1 Ž .c9. Let c be a positive constant such that t u9 t y e t u t F c ; then2 1 1 1 1 2
Ž . e Ž . ey1 Ž .Eq. 3.2 gives t u9 t y e t u t F c for all t ) t . Thus,2 1
u9 t e c e cŽ . 2 2F q F q .
e eu t t yu t t t c9tŽ . Ž .
Integrating from t to t, we have1
u t t c c 3tŽ . 2 c
ln F e ln q F e ln ,
ey1ž / ž /u t t te y 1 c9tŽ . Ž .1 1 11
Ž Žas e ) 1. Here c is a positive constant such that ln c G c r e e y3 3 2
. ey1. Ž . e1 c9t . Hence, we again obtain the inequality u t F bt for some1
positive constant b and for all t G t .1
Thus, from two cases we always find t ) a and a constant C ) 0 such0 0
that
u t F C t eŽ . 0
for all t G t .0
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Using the above lemma, we can prove the following theorem about the
nonexistence of warping function, whose proof is similar to that of Lemma
w x3.3 in 12 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that N belongs to class C . Let g be a
Ž . Ž .Riemannian metric on N of dimension n G 3 . We may assume that R g
4n 2 w .s k , where K is a positi¤e constant. On a, ‘ = N, there does not exist
n q 1
2 Ž .2a warped product metric g 9 s ydt q f t g with scalar cur¤ature
n n y 1Ž .
0 - R t , x s R t FŽ . Ž . 2t
for all x g N and t ) t ) a, where t and a are positi¤e constants.0 0
w .Proof. Assume that we can find a warped product metric on a, ‘ = N
with
n n y 1Ž .
0 - R t , x s R t FŽ . Ž . 2t
Ž .for all x g N and t ) t ) a. In Eq. 2.3 , we have0
24n u0 t k n n y 1Ž . Ž .
q s R t F 3.3Ž . Ž .Ž . 24r nq1n q 1 u t tŽ . u tŽ .
and
u0 t n y 1 n q 1 r4Ž . Ž . Ž .
F . 3.4Ž .2u t tŽ .
n q 1Ž .In Eq. 3.4 , we can apply Lemma 3.3 and take e s . Hence, we have
2
Ž . Žnq1.r2t ) a such that u t F c t a for some positive constants c and all0 0 0
2 Ž .4rŽnq1. 2 2 4rŽnq1.t ) t . Then k ru t G c9rt , where 0 - c9 F k rc is a posi-0 0
Ž .tive constant. Hence, Eq. 3.3 gives
u0 t n q 1 n y 1 y dŽ . Ž . Ž .
F ,2u t 4 tŽ .
where 4c9 G d ) 0 is a constant. We can choose d 9 ) 0 such that
n q 1 n y 1 y d n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
s y d 9 y d 9ž / ž /4 2 2
for small positive d . Applying Lemma 3.3 again, we have t ) a such that1
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Ž . Žnq1.r2yd 9u t F c t for some c ) 0 and all t ) t and1 1 1
k 2 c0
G , 3.5Ž .4rŽnq1. 2yeu t
4 2 4rŽnq1. Ž . Ž .where e s d 9 and 0 - c0 F k rc . Thus Eqs. 3.3 and 3.5 give1n q 1
u0 t n y 1 n q 1 c0Ž . Ž . Ž .
F y ,2 2yeu t 4 t tŽ .
Ž . Ž .which implies that u0 t F 0 for t large. Hence, u t F c t for some2
Ž .constant c ) 0 and large t. From Eq. 3.3 , we have2
u0 t yk 2 n q 1 n y 1 cŽ . Ž . Ž . 3F q F yŽ . 24r nq1u t t4 tŽ . c tŽ .2
for t large enough, as n G 3. Here c is a positive constant. Multiplying3
Ž .u t and integrating from t9 to t, we have
u sŽ .t
u9 t y u9 t9 F yc ds, t ) t9.Ž . Ž . H3 st9
We consider two following cases:
 4 Ž . Ž .Case 1. There exists t9 G max t , t such that u9 t9 F 0. If u9 t9 F 00 1
Ž .for some t9, then u9 t F yc for some positive constant c . Hence,4 4
Ž .u t F 0 for t large enough, contradicting the fact that u is positive.
 4 Ž .Case 2. There does not exist t9 G max t , t such that u9 t9 F 0. In0 1
Ž . Ž .other words, if u9 t ) 0 for all t large, then u t is increasing, hence
u s 1Ž .t t
ds G u t9 ds “ ‘.Ž .H Hs st9 t 9
Ž .Thus u9 t has to be negative for some t large, which is a contradiction to
the hypothesis. Therefore, there does not exist such warped product
metric.
Ž .If R t, x is the function of only t-variable, then we have the following
theorem about the existence of some warped product metric.
Ž . Ž . ‘Žw ..THEOREM 3.5. Assume that R t, x s R t g C a, ‘ is a positi¤e
function such that
4n C
sbt G R t G , for t G t ,Ž . 0an q 1 t
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where t ) a, a - 2, C and b are positi¤e constants, and s is a positi¤e0
Ž . w .integer. Then Eq. 3.1 has a positi¤e solution on a, ‘ .
Ž . mProof. We let u t s t , where m is some positive number. If we takeq
4m large enough so that m ) 2, then we have
n q 1
4n 4n Ž .1y4r nq1Y 2u t q k u t y R t u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q qn q 1 n q 1
4n 4n 4n CŽ .1y4r nq1Y 2F u t q k u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž .q q qan q 1 n q 1 n q 1 t
24n m m y 1 k CŽ .
ms t q y
a2 mw4Žnq1.xn q 1 tt t
F 0, t G t for some large t ,0 0
Ž .which is possible for large fixed m since a - 2. Hence, u t is an upperq
Ž . yb tsolution. Now put u t s e , where b is a positive constant. Theny
4n 4n Ž .1y4r nq1Y 2u t q k u t y R t u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y yn q 1 n q 1
4n 4n Ž .1y4r nq1Y 2 sG u t q k u t y bt u tŽ . Ž . Ž .y y yn q 1 n q 1
4n 4n
yb t 2 2 b tw4rŽnq1.x ss e b q k e y bt
n q 1 n q 1
G 0, t G t for some large t ,0 0
Ž .which means that u t is a lower solution. And we can take b so largey
Ž . Ž .that 0 - u t - u t . So by Theorem 3.2, we obtain a positive solution.y q
Ž .The above theorem implies that if R t is not rapidly increasing and
Ž .bigger than some positive function, then Eq. 3.1 has a positive solution.
Ž . Ž . ‘Žw ..COROLLARY 3.6. Assume that R t, x s R t g C a, ‘ is a positi¤e
function such that
C
sbt G R t G , for t G t ,Ž . 02t
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where t ) a, b and C are positi¤e constants, and s is a positi¤e integer. If0
Ž . Ž . w .C ) n n y 1 , then Eq. 3.1 has a positi¤e solution on a, ‘ .
Ž . Žnq1.r2Proof. In case that C ) n n y 1 , we may take u s C t , whereq q
C is a positive constant. Thenq
4n 4n Ž .1y4r nq1Y 2u t q k u t y R t u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q qn q 1 n q 1
24n n y 1 n q 1
Žny3.r2 2 yw4rŽnq1.xF C t q k C y C F 0,q qn q 1 4 4n
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .which is possible if we take C to be large enough sinceq 4
n q 1 Ž .y C - 0. And we take u t as in Theorem 3.5. In this case, we alsoy4n
obtain a positive solution.
Ž . Ž . ‘Žw ..COROLLARY 3.7. Assume that R t, x s R t g C a, ‘ is a positi¤e
function such that
4n C
b G R t G , for t G t ,Ž . 0an q 1 t
Ž .where t ) a, a - 2, and C and b are positi¤e constants. Then Eq. 3.1 has a0
w .positi¤e solution on a, ‘ and on M the resulting Lorentzian warped product
metric is a future geodesically complete metric of positi¤e scalar cur¤ature
outside a compact set.
Ž . mProof. We let u t s t as in Theorem 3.5. And since the exponentq
4 Ž .1 y is less than 1 and R t is a bounded function, we can take the
n q 1
Ž . Ž .lower solution u t s c as a small positive constant such that 0 - u ty 0 y
Ž .F u t ,q
4n 4n Ž .1y4r nq1Y 2u t q k u t y R t u t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y yn q 1 n q 1
Ž . m w .which is possible since u t s t has a positive minimum on a, ‘ .q
Ž . Ž . Ž .Žnq1.r2Therefore, 2.3 has a positive solution u t s f t such that 0 -
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t F u t F u t . Hence, similarly as in Corollary 2.7,y q
1r2Ž .1r2 2r nq1
q‘ q‘f t u tŽ . Ž .
dt s dtH H Ž .2r nq1ž / ž /1 q f tŽ .t t 1 q u tŽ .0 0
1r22rŽnq1.q‘ c0G dt s q‘H 2rŽnq1.ž /1 q ct 00
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and
q‘ q‘ q‘Ž .1r2 1r nq1 1rŽnq1.f t dt s u t dt G c dt s q‘,Ž . Ž .H H H 0
t t t0 0 0
which, by Remark 2.2, implies that the resulting warped product metric is a
future geodesically complete one.
Ž . Ž . ‘Žw ..COROLLARY 3.8. Assume that R t, x s R t g C a, ‘ is a positi¤e
function such that
C
b G R t G , for t G t ,Ž . 02t
Ž .where t ) a and b and C are positi¤e constants. If C ) n n y 1 , then Eq.0
Ž . w .3.1 has a positi¤e solution on a, ‘ and on M the resulting Lorentzian
warped product metric is a future geodesically complete metric of positi¤e
scalar cur¤ature outside a compact set.
Remark 3.9. The results in Proposition 3.4, Theorem 3.5, and Corollary
Ž Ž .. 23.6 are almost sharp as we can get as close to n n y 1 rt as possible.
4n 2Ž . Ž .For example, let R g s k and f t s t ln t for t ) a. Then we have
n q 1
221 4n k 2n 1
R s q q n n y 1 1 q ,Ž .2 2 ž /n q 1 ln t ln tt ln tŽ .
Ž Ž .. 2which converges to n n y 1 rt as t goes to ‘.
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